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Executive Summary

Background

The Tattoo Recognition Technology - Evaluation (Tatt-E) was organized by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in collaboration with law enforcement to assess and measure the capability of algorithms to perform automated image-based tattoo recognition. Tatt-E is the follow-on to the Tattoo Recognition Technology - Challenge (Tatt-C) 2015 activity [1], which engaged researchers with an open dataset of operationally collected tattoo images and challenge problems to advance image-based tattoo recognition research and development. The Tatt-E activity assesses comparative and absolute accuracy, along with run-time measures on larger, operationally realistic datasets than seen in Tatt-C.

Tatt-E Test Activity

The Tatt-E program was open to participation worldwide. The participation window opened on December 1, 2016, and the submission deadline to the final phase was September 29, 2017. There was no charge to participate. Tatt-E was performed as a large scale empirical evaluation of a total of 12 tattoo recognition algorithms, with participation from two providers - one commercial, MorphoTrak, and one university, the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS). The test leveraged large operational datasets comprising tattoo images from law enforcement databases, enabling evaluation with enrollment database sizes of up to 100,000. NIST employed a “lights-out”, black-box testing methodology designed to model operational reality where software is shipped and used as-is, without algorithmic training. Core tattoo identification accuracy was baselined over tattoo images used as-is, then traded off against gallery size and search speed. The effects of cropping around the primary tattoo content, skintone, contrast, and tattoo-to-image ratio were assessed, and matching accuracy on sketch images and tattoos collected in the short-wave infrared (SWIR) spectrum are also reported. In addition, performance on algorithmic capability to do tattoo detection and tattoo localization as separate tasks are also documented.

Key Results

Key results for the use cases studied are summarized below. A legend mapping the algorithm letter code to the participating organization is provided in the footer of every page of this report and in Table 1.

- **Tattoo Identification:** For this use case, matching different photos of the same tattoo image from the same subject over time is investigated. When searching 11,921 *uncropped* probe tattoo images against a gallery of 100,000 tattoos enrolled as-is (i.e., uncropped), the top performing algorithm (B31I) achieved a rank 10 hit rate* of 72.1 % (miss rate of 27.9 %). Section 4.1.1

  When the same set of probe imagery was manually *cropped* around the primary tattoo content prior to algorithm processing (gallery images remained uncropped), notable accuracy gains were observed. The top performing algorithm (B11I) achieved a rank 10 hit rate of 84.8 % (miss rate of 15.2 %). This quantifies that an additional ~13 % of searches can be matched when using cropped probes images over uncropped images, which constitutes nearly a 50 % decrease in miss rate. Section 4.1.2

Factors that influenced accuracy included:

- **Algorithms:** Tattoo recognition accuracy depends on the implementation of the core technology. While algorithm performance varied between the two participants, there were notable accuracy gains in algorithms submitted by both providers in successive phases of the test.

- **Tattoo-to-Image Ratio:** The size of the tattoo relative to the entire image has an effect on tattoo retrieval rates. For all algorithms, over 60 % of tattoos that are captured as a very small percentage (less than or equal to 1 %) of the entire image were not matched within the top 300 images retrieved. Miss rates decrease as the tattoo-to-image ratio increases, which indicates that tattoos that occupy a larger percentage of the image have a higher chance of being matched. Section 4.1.3

- **Skintone Brightness and Tattoo Contrast:** The impact of skintone brightness and tattoo contrast on matching accuracy depends on the algorithm. All algorithms appear to be sensitive to very low contrast.

*For the definition of hit rate, true positive detection rate, and localization accuracy, see Section 3. Generally speaking, the higher the hit rate, true positive detection rate, and localization accuracy value, the more accurate the algorithm.
Some algorithms are not greatly impacted by skin tone brightness while other algorithms have difficulty matching images with very low skin tone brightness. Section 4.1.4

- **Gallery Size:** Gallery size has an impact on accuracy. While decreases in accuracy is observed across all algorithms when the gallery size is increased, accuracy declines at fairly benign rates. For the more accurate algorithms, the decrease in hit rate ranges between 2% to 3% when the gallery is increased by a factor of 5. Such nonlinear trends demonstrate the viability of tattoo recognition on operationally-sized databases. Section 4.1.4

- **Sketches:** For this use case, matching sketches against tattoo images enrolled in a database is investigated. On a gallery of 100,000 enrolled tattoos, the best performing algorithm (A30I) achieves a rank 10 hit rate of 40%. Increasing the number of candidates reviewed yields significant accuracy benefits, with a rank 300 hit rate reaching as high as 71%. Section 4.1.5

- **Multispectral:** For this use case, matching tattoo images collected in the SWIR spectrum against visible tattoo images enrolled in a database is investigated. In SWIR, all algorithms showed the best match performance on search images collected between the 1100nm to 1300nm wavelengths. The best performing algorithm (B11I) achieved a rank 10 hit rate of 95% on images collected in the 1100nm and 1200nm wavelengths. On the same set of probe tattoos, the best match performance remains on images collected in the visible spectrum, which is observed across all algorithms. Section 4.2

- **Tattoo Detection:** For this use case, detecting whether an image contains a tattoo or not is investigated. On a mixed dataset of 131,662 tattoo images and 125,253 non-tattoo images, the top performing algorithms (B21D, B30D, and B31D) achieve a true positive detection rate of 99.5% when false positive detection rate is set to 1%. Section 4.3

- **Tattoo Localization:** For this use case, the ability to locate and segment one or more tattoos contained in an image is investigated. On a set of 12,613 tattoos contained in 10,926 images, the top performing algorithms (A20D, A21D, A30D, and A31D) achieve spatial localization accuracy of 89.5%. Section 4.4

- **Speed-accuracy Tradeoff:** There is an observable tradeoff between search speed and accuracy for the two participating organizations. The faster algorithms tend to be less accurate, and the more accurate algorithms tend to be slower. Rank 10 accuracy ranges from 10.3% (A10I) to 72.1% (B31I) while search speeds range from 2.0 seconds (A10I, A11I) to 255.4 seconds (B11I) to search a single tattoo image against a gallery size of 100,000. Both participants leveraged the common open-source deep learning framework, Caffe [2]. For timing, some algorithms ran on a single NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU, and some submissions ran on a single Intel Xeon E5-2695 v3 CPU. Note that differences in hardware make direct timing comparisons difficult, but measuring absolute timing remains useful as different applications will have different speed requirements. Section 4.5

### Caveats

False positive identification rates are not documented in this report. Tattoos cannot be used as a primary biometric as an arbitrary number of people can have nearly identical tattoos. Through analysis and trial runs on the test data, searching tattoos of subjects that are known not to exist in the gallery (non-mates) sometimes returns the same tattoo on different subjects. This is akin to using face recognition to match twins that exist in the same database. While in theory such near-identical tattoos could be considered false positives, algorithmic capability to retrieve the same tattoo from different subjects warrants consideration due to investigative utility in operations. Removal of such near-identical tattoo images from different people from the test dataset for all possible non-mated scenarios would require substantial human labor, which was not available for the scope of this evaluation.

### Topics Not Covered

Based on the outcomes of this test and discussions/suggestions from the tattoo recognition developer and user community (including law enforcement, forensic examiners, and others), studies not covered in this report which warrant consideration by the research community include:

- Multiple image enrollment: assess the impact of multiple image enrollment and whether algorithms can take advantage of fusion of the information across images to enhance accuracy;
• Tattoo ageing: longitudinal study of matching tattoos over time and whether there is an impact on matchability as a tattoo “ages”;

• Occlusion study: given tattoos are often occluded by clothing or other items when collected in uncontrolled settings, assess algorithm performance on tattoos that are occluded in different ways;

• Tattoo recognition “in the wild”: study performance of tattoo recognition on images collected under unconstrained settings;

• Automated tattoo image quality assessment: establish criteria to measure and assess tattoo image quality with goals of an automated capability to accept or reject tattoo images during the capture process based on a quality measure;

• Tattoo similarity: matching tattoos based on visually similar content;

• Multispectral: matching tattoos collected in other parts of the infrared spectrum (e.g. near infrared);

• Algorithm fusion;

• Tattoo recognition in video.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Tattoos have been used for many years to assist law enforcement in the identification of criminals and victims and for investigative purposes. Historically, law enforcement agencies have followed the ANSI/NIST-ITL 1-2011 [5] standard to collect and assign keyword labels to tattoos. This keyword labeling approach comes with drawbacks, which include the limited number of class labels to describe the wide variety of new tattoo designs, the need for multiple keywords to sufficiently describe some tattoos, and subjectivity in human annotation as the same tattoo can be labeled differently by officers. As such, the shortcomings of keyword-based tattoo image retrieval have driven the development of other approaches to improve the ability to find and match tattoos.

In the last decade, a number of novel computer vision and machine learning approaches have pushed unprecedented progress in areas such as image-based object recognition and face recognition. This, along with the availability of curated tattoo datasets [6] [7] [8] for the purposes of research and testing, presents an opportunity to investigate automated image-based tattoo recognition as a means to augment or supersede the traditional keyword-based method.

1.2 The Tattoo Recognition Program

The Tattoo Recognition Technology Program was initiated by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to evaluate an operational law enforcement need for image-based tattoo recognition to support law enforcement applications. The program provides quantitative results for tattoo recognition development and best practice capture guidelines. Program activities to date are summarized in Figure 1.

- **Tatt-C** was an open research challenge that provided operational data and use cases to the research community to motivate and advance research and development into automated image-based tattoo technologies and to assess the state-of-the-art. Tatt-C culminated with an industry workshop and a published public report on the outcomes and recommendations from the research activity. Please visit the Tatt-C website [6, 9] for more information.

- **Tatt-BP** provides best practice guidance material for the proper collection of tattoo images to support image-based tattoo recognition. Recognition failure in Tatt-C was often related to the consistency and quality of image capture, so Tatt-BP aimed to provide guidelines on improving the quality of tattoo images collected operationally. Please visit the Tatt-BP website [10] for more information.

Figure 1: Activities under the Tattoo Recognition Technology Program
1.3 Scope

Based on the outcomes of Tatt-C 2015, a follow-on "closed-book" test was recommended by the developer and user community to further evaluate the use cases where researchers reported high accuracy results. Running a sequestered evaluation enabled testing of much larger, operationally-realistic gallery sizes of data that cannot be freely distributed. So in 2017, NIST conducted a follow-on activity called the Tattoo Recognition Technology - Evaluation (Tatt-E). Tatt-E was run as a sequestered evaluation, where algorithm software was sent to NIST and tested on data that developers did not have access to. No test data was provided to developers by NIST as a part of this evaluation. Tatt-E reports measurement of algorithmic capability to perform the following use cases:

- **Tattoo Identification:** matching different instances of the same tattoo image from the same subject over time
- **Sketches:** matching sketch images to tattoo images
- **Multispectral:** matching tattoo images collected in the short-wave infrared (SWIR) spectrum against tattoos collected in the visible spectrum
- **Tattoo Detection and Localization:** determining whether an image contains a tattoo and if so, segmentation of the tattoo

2 Methodology

2.1 Test Environment

The evaluation was conducted offline at a NIST facility. Offline evaluations are attractive because they allow uniform, fair, repeatable, and large-scale statistically robust testing. However, they do not capture all aspects of an operational system. While this evaluation is designed to mimic operational reality as much as possible, it does not include a live image acquisition component, workflow management, or any interaction with real users. Testing was performed on high-end server-class blades running the CentOS Linux [12] operating system, some equipped with graphics processing units (GPUs). The test harness used concurrent processing to distribute workload across dozens of computers.

2.2 Algorithms

The Tatt-E program was open to participation worldwide. The participation window opened on December 1, 2016, and the submission deadline to the final phase was September 29, 2017. There was no charge to participate. The process and format of algorithm submissions to NIST were described in the Tatt-E Concept, Evaluation Plan, and Application Programming Interface (API) document [11]. Participants provided their submissions in the form of libraries compiled on a specified Linux kernel, which were linked against NIST's test harness to produce executables. NIST provided a validation package to participants to ensure that NIST's execution of submitted libraries produced the expected output on NIST's test machines.
Tatt-E had three submission phases where participants could submit up to two algorithms per phase to NIST. All participants submitted the maximum allowed number of algorithms in each phase of the test. This report documents the results of all algorithms submitted to all phases of the test. Table 1 lists the Tatt-E participants who submitted algorithms for tattoo detection and localization (Class D) and tattoo identification (Class I), and the alphanumeric code associated with each of their submissions. For each participant, the algorithms are labeled alphanumerically, for example, A10I, with A = letter code assigned to the participant, 1 = algorithm submission phase, 0 = sequence number of submission, I = class of algorithm (I for identification, D for detection and localization). The letter codes assigned to the participants are also located at the bottom of each page for reference. The GPU column indicates whether the submitted algorithms ran on the GPU or the CPU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MorphoTrak</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>B10D, B11D</td>
<td>B10I, B11I</td>
<td>B20D, B21D, B20I, B21I, B30D, B31D, B30I, B31I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1: Tatt-E Participants*

### 2.3 Image Dataset

Testing was performed over sets of operationally-collected and research-collected tattoo images. Details are summarized in Table 2. For the test datasets used, human examiners manually verified that tattoo images contained at least one tattoo; verified subsets of tattoos linked with an anonymized ground truth identifier were indeed the same tattoo; drew bounding boxes around the primary tattoo content; and verified that non-tattoo images did not contain any tattoos.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Case</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Types of images</th>
<th># probes</th>
<th>Gallery size</th>
<th>Median Image Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tattoo Identification</td>
<td>Match different instances of the same tattoo from the same subject over time</td>
<td>One-to-many search</td>
<td>Tattoos</td>
<td>11 921</td>
<td>100 000</td>
<td>Probe: 480x600, Gallery: 640x480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sketches</td>
<td>Match sketches to corresponding tattoo image</td>
<td>One-to-many search</td>
<td>Sketches and tattoos</td>
<td>1036</td>
<td>100 000</td>
<td>Sketches: 510x594, Gallery: 640x480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multispectral</td>
<td>Match tattoo image collected in SWIR to visible tattoo images</td>
<td>One-to-many search</td>
<td>Tattoos</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100 000</td>
<td>SWIR: 1280x1024, Gallery: 640x480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tattoo Detection</td>
<td>Detect whether an image contains a tattoo</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Tattoos, non-tattoos</td>
<td>131 662</td>
<td>10 926 images containing 12 613 tattoos</td>
<td>Tattoos: 768x960, Non-tattoos: 500x375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tattoo Localization</td>
<td>Segment around the tattoo content</td>
<td>Localization</td>
<td>Tattoos</td>
<td>10 926</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>480x600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Image Datasets

3 Metrics

The following performance measures are reported in the assessment of tattoo matching, detection, and localization accuracy.

3.1 Identification Metrics

Tattoo identification requires submitted algorithms to identify whether a particular tattoo image is present in a database and to retrieve matching entries. An image is searched against a gallery and a list of candidates is returned. Candidates at the top of the list are expected to have a higher probability of being the same tattoo to the searched tattoo. In contrast to most biometric modalities, tattoo recognition is not a “lights-out” operation, meaning human examination of the candidate list is assumed and required. Given this scenario, rank-based metrics are relevant and can be leveraged to support workload assessment.

3.1.1 Cumulative Match Characteristic

The Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) is a rank-based metric used to show core identification accuracy, which is defined as the proportion of searches that yield correct retrievals (i.e. mates) within the top $K$ ranks. This shows the fraction of searches that return the correct image as a function of the candidate list length. The longer the candidate list, the greater the probability that mated images are on the list. In this report, the primary identification metric is reported as rank 10 accuracy or hit rate.
3.2 Detection Metrics

3.1.2 False Positive Identification Rate

While rank-based metrics such as the CMC measure algorithm accuracy when the tattoo exists in the gallery (e.g., closed-universe), most applications are naturally open-universe, where some proportion of query tattoos will not have a corresponding mate entry among the previously enrolled photos. From a testing perspective, open-universe is accomplished by running both mated searches and non-mated searches. The non-mated searches afford the ability to generate a false positive identification rate against a threshold. Ideally, a tattoo recognition algorithm must minimize both false positive errors where an enrolled non-mated tattoo is mistakenly returned, and false negative errors where an enrolled mated tattoo is missed.

False positive identification rates are not documented in this report. Tattoos cannot be used as a primary biometric as an arbitrary number of people can have nearly identical tattoos. Through analysis and trial runs on the test data, searching tattoos of subjects that are known not to exist in the gallery (non-mates) sometimes returns the same tattoo on different subjects. This is akin to using face recognition to match twins that exist in the same database. While in theory such near-identical tattoos could be considered false positives, algorithmic capability to retrieve the same tattoo from different subjects warrants consideration due to investigative utility in operations. Removal of such near-identical tattoo images from different people from the test dataset for all possible non-mated scenarios would require substantial human labor, which was not available for the scope of this evaluation.

Similarly, searching tattoos of subjects that are known to be in the gallery occasionally yields the same tattoo on different subjects. Tattoo recognition is not a fully-automated, lights-out application where decisions are made without human intervention. There needs to be human adjudicators reviewing tattoos on candidates lists, so therefore, stating accuracy at rank 10 is appropriate, accounting for some cases where the same exact tattoo is retrieved but from different people. Statement of accuracy for ranks up to 300 are reported.

3.2 Detection Metrics

Tattoo detection requires submitted algorithms to determine whether a particular image contains a tattoo or not. Given an image, algorithms reported 1) a binary decision on whether the image contains a tattoo or not and 2) a confidence score on [0, 1] representing the algorithm’s certainty about whether the image contains a tattoo. A true positive detection occurs when the algorithm correctly detects a tattoo in a tattoo image. To calculate false positives, non-tattoo images (images that do not contain a tattoo) are provided to the algorithm. A false positive detection occurs when the algorithm incorrectly detects a tattoo in the image. We analyze detection accuracy by analyzing the confidence score returned by the algorithm. Higher values indicate greater confidence that the image contains a tattoo. A reasonable approach to the detection problem is to classify an image as either a tattoo or non-tattoo by thresholding on its confidence value.

For the detection problem, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves show the tradeoff between the true positive detection rate and the false positive detection rate as the decision threshold is adjusted. A true positive occurs when a tattoo is correctly classified as a tattoo, and a false positive occurs when a non-tattoo is misclassified as a tattoo. Let $x_i$ represent the confidence score for the $i$-th tattoo image ($i = 1, ..., M$), and $y_j$ the confidence score for the $j$-th non-tattoo image ($j = 1, ..., N$). Then the error rates at any particular decision threshold, $t$, are

\[
\text{True Positive Detection Rate}(t) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} H(x_i - t),
\]

\[
\text{False Positive Detection Rate}(t) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} H(y_j - t).
\]
where $H(x)$ is the step function [13]:

$$H(x) = \begin{cases} 
1, & x \geq 0, \\
0, & x < 0.
\end{cases} \quad (3)$$

A high decision threshold should correspond to lower true positive rates but lower false positive rates.

### 3.3 Localization Metrics

Previously, we discussed metrics for detecting the presence of a tattoo(s) in an image. In this section, we present metrics for finding the location of a tattoo(s) in an image. For tattoo localization or segmentation, given an image, the algorithm is asked to produce bounding boxes around regions where a tattoo is detected. The algorithm is evaluated based on the area of the bounding box that overlaps with the ground truth. Figure 2 illustrates common localization scenarios as observed from the data. Note that masks could be an alternative/refined localization representation and would be more shape-sensitive than bounding boxes. Bounding box representation was chosen to maximize the amount of data generated for the test.

![Diagram of localization scenarios](image)

**Figure 2:** Examples of observed localization scenarios. (a) and (b) one-to-one correspondence between ground truth region(s) and detected region(s); (c) split region (ground truth region is associated with multiple detected regions); (d) merge region (detected region is associated with multiple ground truth regions); (e) one correct detection region and one false detection; (f) one detection failure and two false detections; (g) one detection failure (no detected region returned); (h) detected region too small; (i) insufficient overlap between detected and ground truth region; (i) detected region too large.

Figure 2(a) and 2(b) represent a majority of the localization scenarios where there is a one-to-one correspondence between the algorithm detected region and the ground truth region. Sometimes the localization procedure is subjective, since tattoos may contain several parts, and it is not always easy to determine if it is a single tattoo or several different tattoos. Figure 2(c) and 2(d) illustrate situations where the algorithm may split or merge the detected tattoo regions when compared to the ground truth, both of which should not penalize the performance of the algorithm. Figure 2(e) and 2(f) show examples of false region detections and region detection failures.

Considering one image, we compute a matrix of Intersection over Union (IoU) values between all ground truth
bounding boxes and all algorithm detected bounding boxes. So given \( N \geq 1 \) ground truth bounding boxes, \( G_i \), and \( M \geq 0 \) detected bounding boxes, \( A_j \), the resulting matrix will contain \( N \times M \) IoU scores [14].

\[
C_{ij} = \frac{G_i \cap A_j}{G_i \cup A_j}
\]  

(4)

where \( \cap \) denotes the area of overlap between the ground truth bounding box and the detected bounding box, and \( \cup \) denotes the area encompassed by both the ground truth bounding box and the detected bounding box.

We add the IoU values in each row or column, defining two auxiliary vectors:

\[
L_i = \sum_{j=1}^{M} C_{ij} \quad i \in 1, \ldots, N
\]

(5)

\[
D_j = \sum_{i=1}^{N} C_{ij} \quad j \in 1, \ldots, M
\]

(6)

A False Detection occurs when \( D_j = 0 \), that is, an algorithm detected bounding box does not overlap with any ground truth bounding box. A Detection Failure occurs for \( G_i \) if \( L_i = 0 \), that is, where a ground truth bounding box is not overlapped by any algorithm detected bounding box.

### 3.3.1 Mean IoU

For \( K \gg 1 \) images, we report mean IoU as

\[
\text{IoU} = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{M} D_{jk}}{M_k}
\]

(7)

### 3.3.2 Localization Accuracy

Here, localization accuracy is calculated by applying a minimum threshold on IoU. In the case where \( M < N \), the accuracy score for an image is defined as the number of instances where the area of overlap between a ground truth bounding box and detected bounding box is more than 50\%, (i.e. IoU > 0.5), divided by the total number of detected bounding boxes and detection failures:

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{M} H(D_j - 0.5)}{M + (N - \sum_{i=1}^{N} H(L_i))}
\]

(8)

where \( H(x) \) is the step function:

\[
H(x) = \begin{cases} 
1, & x > 0, \\
0, & x \leq 0.
\end{cases}
\]

(9)

For \( M \geq N \), accuracy for an image is defined as the number of instances where the area of overlap is more than 50\%, divided by the total number of ground truth bounding boxes and false detections:

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} H(L_i - 0.5)}{N + (M - \sum_{j=1}^{M} H(D_j))}
\]

(10)
The localization accuracy across all test images is the mean of the accuracy for each image. For $K \gg 1$ images,

$$\text{Localization Accuracy} = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \text{Accuracy}_k$$

(11)
4 Results

**Gallery Composition:** Operationally, tattoo enrollment would proceed with the image as-is with no further processing (e.g., cropping around primary tattoo content). For all of the experiments, the gallery contains original, uncropped tattoo images.

4.1 Identification

This section details the performance of algorithms tasked with matching different photos of the same tattoo from the same subject. The test data for this use case is composed of images of the same tattoo from the same subject collected at different times. A single instance of each mated tattoo is enrolled in the gallery and one or more mated probes are searched.

4.1.1 Accuracy

The results in this section show performance of algorithms when both the enrollment and search image are uncropped, where the entire image is provided to the algorithm and no prior cropping/background removal of the tattoo image(s) was performed. Figure 3 presents representative examples of images used, and Figure 4 shows accuracy results for matching uncropped probe tattoo images to uncropped gallery tattoo images.

![Figure 3: Two examples of pairs of uncropped tattoos collected at different times. Note the existence of clothing and objects in the background. These images are representative of what was used for matching uncropped probe images to uncropped gallery images. Image source: NIST.](image-url)
Results and Notable Observations:

- For the best performing algorithm (B31I), rank 10 accuracy is 72.1% (miss rate of 27.9%).
- Even for the best performing algorithm, approximately 25% of searches never return the correct mate within the top 300 candidates. General characteristics of images associated with identification failures can be categorized into detection, localization, and matching failure. Tattoos that did not get detected in an image primarily consisted of low contrast tattoos on very dark skin and images where the tattoo-to-image ratio (the size of the tattoo relative to the entire photo) was small. Images where segmentation of the tattoo from the background was bad or incorrect often contained patterned/graphical clothing in the background or body hair that wasn’t part of the tattooed area. Bad segmentation of the tattoo, on patterned clothing for example, caused false matching on images with similar patterns. False matching of tattoos with similar fonts was observed, and very simple and small tattoos such as teardrops and dots were difficult to match likely due to the
lack of unique features. Images with similar body parts, such as fingers and fists sometimes matched with other images with the same body part and/or pose.

- For the algorithms from provider B, the curves flatten out very quickly as a function of rank. This is indicative of diminishing returns when reviewing long candidate lists. Based on the results, if the correct match is not retrieved within the top 50 candidates, extending the review list to 300 would yield minimal return. This has resource implications as there is labor cost associated with looking down long candidate lists in operations.

### 4.1.2 Effect of Cropping Search Imagery

The impact of tattoo segmentation on tattoo matching performance has been investigated [15], and results show that irrelevant non-tattoo regions in the image can have a negative impact on matching accuracy. Operationally, there is an opportunity to crop the probe tattoo prior to running it through a large database primarily composed of uncropped tattoos enrolled as captured. Here, we assess the performance impact of such a scenario, where cropped probe images are searched against a gallery of uncropped tattoo images. The same 11,921 search images from Section 4.1.1 were cropped around the primary tattoo content, and searched against the same gallery of 100,000 uncropped tattoos.

![Examples of tattoos cropped from the original image. Image source: NIST.](image-url)
Results and Notable Observations:

- For the best performing algorithm (B11I), rank 10 accuracy is 84.8% (miss rate of 15.2%) when the probe image is cropped.

- There are notable accuracy improvements for almost all algorithms when cropping the probe around the primary tattoo content prior to search. From Section 4.1.1, searching with uncropped probe images yields a best-case rank 10 hit rate of 72.1% (miss rate of 27.9%). This quantifies that an additional ~13% of searches can be matched when using cropped search images over uncropped images, which constitutes nearly a 50% decrease in miss rate (which means approximately half of the matching failures are fixed by just cropping around the tattoo).

- The improvement from cropping and hit rates going up is due to assistance with localization, which shows
4.1 Identification

that detection/localization still remains a problem on a percentage of tattoos even in the moderately controlled collection of tattoo images used in this test. The implications to improve tattoo matchability is to maximize the primary tattoo content area in the photo and avoid capturing large area photos with small tattoos, which is covered in the Tatt-BP guidelines for proper collection of tattoo images [10].

4.1.3 Effect of Tattoo-to-Image Ratio

Tattoos that are very small relative to the total size of the image have anecdotally posed challenges to automated tattoo recognition [9]. We define tattoo-to-image ratio as the area of the bounding box drawn around the primary tattoo content divided by the total size of the entire image. Here, we investigate the accuracy impact of tattoo-to-image ratio by looking at the proportion of searches on cropped probe images where the correct mate was not retrieved within the top 300 ranks (i.e., rank 300 miss rate), broken out by tattoo-to-image ratio.

![Figure 7: This plot shows rank 300 miss rate on cropped probe images plotted against tattoo-to-image ratio. Rank 300 miss rate is defined as the proportion of searches where the mate was not retrieved within the top 300 ranks. Tattoo-to-image ratio is defined as the size of the tattoo (as a bounding box) divided by the total size of the image. Note non-uniform scale on x-axis.](image-url)
4.1 IDENTIFICATION

Results and Notable Observations:

- The size of the tattoo relative to the entire image has an effect on tattoo retrieval rates. For all algorithms, over 60% of tattoos that are captured as a very small percentage (less than or equal to 1%) of the entire image were not matched within the top 300 images retrieved.

- Since the probe images have already been cropped around the primary tattoo content, this eliminates the need for the algorithm to perform detection and localization. Through visual inspection, the cropped tattoos with very low tattoo-to-image ratios result in very low resolution, blurry tattoos that could pose challenges to matching.

- Miss rates decrease as the tattoo-to-image ratio increases for most of the algorithms, which indicates that tattoos that occupy a larger percentage of the image have a higher chance of being matched.

4.1.4 Effect of Skintone and Contrast

Images where there is low contrast between the tattoo and skin color are known, qualitatively, to pose challenges to automated tattoo recognition [9]. Here, we quantify the effects of skintone brightness (luminance) and tattoo contrast by defining the following:

Skintone Brightness

Manually created bounding boxes are drawn around each tattoo in an image. The bounding box contains the primary tattoo content as well as a certain percentage of surrounding skin. To calculate skintone brightness, we take the last, bottom row of pixels in the bounding box, \( P \), and for each pixel, \( p \), calculate the relative luminance, \( Y \), in RGB space. Then the median of all luminance values is calculated to generate a single skintone brightness value (see caveat at the end of this Section 4.1.4).

\[
\forall p \in P : Y_p = (0.2126 \times R_p) + (0.7152 \times G_p) + (0.0722 \times B_p),
\]

\[
\text{Skintone brightness} = \tilde{Y}
\]

Tattoo Contrast

Given the same bounding box around each tattoo, the contrast of the tattoo, \( C \), is calculated as

\[
C = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \sum_{j=0}^{M-1} (I_{ij} - \bar{I})^2}{MN}},
\]

where \( M \) and \( N \) are the height and width of the bounding box respectively, \( I_{ij} \) is the image intensity (normalized in the range \([0, 1]\)) at position \( i \) and \( j \) (within the bounding box), and \( \bar{I} \) is the average intensity of all pixel values in the bounding box [16].

Figure 8 plots a heatmap showing the effects of skintone brightness and tattoo contrast on matching accuracy. The results of searching 11,921 cropped search images against a gallery of 100,000 from Section 4.1.2 are binned based on the skintone brightness and tattoo contrast of the search image. The median rank of retrieval of the correct mate is calculated for each bin and expressed as a color on a gradient, with green representing good accuracy with correct retrieval in top ranks, and red representing the correct mate is never retrieved in the top 300 candidates.
4.1 IDENTIFICATION

Results and Notable Observations:

• The impact of skintone brightness and tattoo contrast on matching accuracy depends on the algorithm. All algorithms appear to be sensitive to very low contrast tattoos. Participant B’s algorithms are not majorly impacted by skintone brightness while Participant A’s algorithms have difficulty matching images with very low skintone brightness.

• The large area in the middle of the plots where a majority of the bins are green indicate that algorithms perform well and handle a fairly large range of skintone brightness and tattoo contrast conditions, which means performance is degraded primarily in the extreme cases.

• Caveat: Outliers could exist as it is possible for the measurement of tattoo contrast to be unintentionally imprecise from residual background imagery that could be not cropped outside of the primary tattoo content. For example, in cases where the tattoo itself is low contrast against the skin but the cropped image contains high-contrasting clothing or other objects in the field of view. Similarly, the skintone brightness measurement can be impacted by clothing or background at the bottom of the bounding box area.

4.1.5 Effect of Gallery Size

As more tattoo data is collected in operations, scalability related to match performance against larger database sizes becomes important. Figure 9 presents the rank 10 hit rate of searching 11,921 tattoo images against gallery sizes of 20,000, 50,000, and 100,000.
4.1 Identification

Results and Notable Observations:

- With an increase in gallery size, a decrease in performance is observed across all algorithms, which is expected behavior and demonstrates that gallery size does have an impact on search accuracy. Accuracy degrades as non-matching gallery images displace the mated gallery image out of the top 10.

- Accuracy decreases at fairly benign rates when the gallery size increases. With a gallery size increase of a factor of 5, the decrease in rank 10 hit rate is modest, ranging from 2% to 9% depending on the algorithm. For the more accurate algorithms, the decrease in hit rate ranges between 2% to 3%, which demonstrates the viability of tattoo recognition on operationally-sized databases.

4.1.6 Speed - Accuracy Tradeoff

This section presents tradeoff analysis between rank 10 hit rate on uncropped tattoo images and median search time (the time it takes to search a single tattoo image against a gallery of 100,000 enrolled tattoos and return a list of candidates). In NIST’s test harness, all functions were wrapped by calls to `std::chrono::duration` which enables duration measurements with nanosecond resolution. Timing was measured on a dedicated server-class blade equipped with an Intel Xeon E5-2695 v3 2.3 GHz CPU\(^1\) and a NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU board\(^2\). Search was executed in a single process, either on the GPU or CPU depending on the implementation’s hardware requirements. Implementations were not allowed to multithread. The computer was not running any other processes except those backgrounded as part of the operating system. Timing does not include any pre-processing steps performed by

\(^{1}\)https://ark.intel.com/products/81057/Intel-Xeon-Processor-E5-2695-v3-35M-Cache-2.30-GHz
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the test software such as loading the image from disk or extracting image data from a compressed JPEG [17] file. Timing measurements do not include disk access unless the implementation under test elected to access data on disk during the core operation.

Both participants leveraged the common open-source deep learning framework, Caffe [2]. The algorithms from participant A all ran on the GPU, and the participant B submissions all ran on the CPU. Note that differences in hardware make direct timing comparisons difficult, but measuring absolute timing remains useful as different applications will have different speed requirements.

Figure 10: This plot shows a tradeoff between rank 10 accuracy and median search time (in seconds) on a gallery of 100,000. Both enrollment and search imagery were uncropped, meaning no prior cropping/pre-processing of the tattoo image(s) was performed. All A algorithms ran on the GPU, and all B algorithms ran on the CPU.

Results and Notable Observations:

- There is observable tradeoff between search speed and accuracy between the two participating organizations. The faster algorithms tend to be less accurate, and the more accurate algorithms tend to be slower. Rank 10 accuracy ranges from 10.3 % (A10I) to 72.1 % (B31I) while search speeds range from 2.0 seconds (A10I, A11I) to 255.4 seconds (B11I) to search a single tattoo image against a gallery size of 100,000. The most accurate algorithm (B31I) takes 75.8 seconds to search a single tattoo image.

- Speed requirements are driven by operational needs and may differ between applications, so users are cautioned to take consideration when timing is critical to their operations. In low volume investigative applications, speed may not be as important, while in high volume, real-time applications, speed is generally more critical. The type of hardware used by the algorithm is a developer design decision and will have resource and cost implications. More details on timing can be found in Section 4.7.
4.2 Sketches

This section details the performance of algorithms on matching sketch images to its corresponding photo of the actual tattoo. Querying sketches of tattoos drawn based on provided descriptions has forensic value, and there has been some research done on the ability of computer vision methods on matching sketches to tattoo photo images [18]. The test data for this use case is composed of sketches drawn from 1036 tattoo images. A single instance of each mated tattoo is enrolled into a gallery size of 100,000 tattoo images, and the sketch image is used to search the gallery. Figure 11 presents representative examples of images used, and Figure 12 shows accuracy results for the sketch to tattoo matching experiment.

![Image Examples](https://example.com/image.png)

*Figure 11: Examples representative of images used for sketch to tattoo matching. Image source: NIST.*
Results and Notable Observations:

- For the best performing algorithm (A30I), rank 10 accuracy is 40%.

- Increasing the size of the candidate list from 1 to 50 can yield significant accuracy benefits (between 10% to 35% increase in hit rate) when matching sketch images to a gallery of tattoos. For the best performing algorithm, reviewing the first 300 candidates yields a hit rate as high as 71%.

- Caveat: The accuracy numbers documented represent a best-case scenario, because in practice, the sketch artist will not have a photo to work with. In operational cases, accuracy of this process will depend on the recollection of the person describing the tattoo to a sketch artist in creating a faithful representation of what they saw. While accuracy figures are much lower than matching tattoo images to tattoo images, this has to
be compared with not having an automated sketch search capability at all. In such cases, the hit rate is 0% (miss rate is 100%) and investigative leads have to be developed without automated sketch search capability. As such, the 40% hit rate just by reviewing the first 10 candidates represents a practical resource in otherwise cold cases.

4.3 Multispectral

The use of different infrared bands for image collection is used in some operational processes. The accuracy of algorithms on matching tattoo images collected in various wavelengths within the short-wave infrared (SWIR) spectrum is reported in this section. A single instance of each mated tattoo collected in the visible spectrum is enrolled in the gallery, and the SWIR tattoo image is searched. The dataset used in this experiment and image examples are published [8].

Figure 13: CMC plot (SWIR). The gallery consists of uncropped tattoos, meaning no prior cropping/pre-processing of the tattoo image(s) was performed, collected in the visible spectrum. The probes were tattoo images collected in the SWIR wavelength range of 1100 nm and 1500 nm. For reference, search results for probes collected in the visible spectrum (VIS) are also reported. Number of probes in each wavelength: 150, Gallery size: 100,000. Note: Approximately 50% of the probe imagery was collected during the same photo session as the enrollment image, which may result in more optimistic performance than what might be expected operationally.
### 4.4 Detection

This section details the performance of algorithms tasked with detecting whether an image contains a tattoo or not. The tattoo images were collected under moderately-controlled settings and contained one or more tattoos in them. The non-tattoo images were a subset of the Yahoo Flickr Creative Commons 100 Million Dataset (YFCC100M) [19] and included but were not limited to people, objects, scenery, and other common imagery that did not contain any tattoos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>1100nm</th>
<th>1200nm</th>
<th>1300nm</th>
<th>1400nm</th>
<th>1500nm</th>
<th>VISIBLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A10I</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A11I</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A20I</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A21I</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A30I</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A31I</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B10I</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B11I</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B20I</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B21I</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B30I</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B31I</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The table shows the rank 10 cumulative accuracy across each of the SWIR wavelengths and the visible spectrum. Number of probes in each wavelength: 150, Gallery size: 100,000.

### Results and Notable Observations:

- In SWIR, all algorithms showed the best match performance on visible images, and then on images collected between the 1100 nm to 1300 nm wavelengths. This is largely due to the decrease in visibility of the tattoo on the skin when collected at 1400 nm and above wavelengths, as shown in [8].

- For all algorithms, the best matching performance is still observed on images collected in the visible spectrum, when searched against a gallery of visible spectrum tattoos.

- Caveat #1: Approximately 50% of the probe imagery was collected during the same photo session as the enrollment image, which may result in more optimistic performance than what might be expected operationally.

- Caveat #2: As SWIR-to-visible tattoo identification was not declared to be part of the study until the last phase of the test, the algorithms are being used in a manner not expressly intended by the providers. While such cross-domain tattoo matching might be considered “off label” usage of what the algorithms were designed for, the results serve as a baseline of current capabilities for users interested in applying tattoo recognition to images collected in this domain. Domain-specific development of tattoo recognition capabilities may yield better accuracy results.

---
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Figure 14: Distribution of tattoo detection confidence scores. The algorithms report confidence values on [0, 1] for each image describing their algorithm’s certainty about whether the image contains a tattoo. Higher values indicate greater confidence that the image contains a tattoo. Number of tattoos: 131,662, Number of non-tattoos: 125,253. Note the different y-axis scales for each algorithm.
4.4 Detection

Figure 15: ROC curve based on the tattoo detection confidence score produced by each algorithm over 131,662 tattoo images and 125,253 non-tattoo images.

Results and Notable Observations:

- Figure 15 presents a tradeoff between false positive detection rate (incorrectly classifying a non-tattoo as a tattoo) and true positive detection rate (correctly classifying a tattoo as a tattoo). In a scenario where a system wanted to minimize the number of non-tattoos being classified as a tattoo, (i.e., false positive detection rate), one might reasonably set the false positive detection rate threshold to 1%, which would yield a true positive detection rate of 99.5% for the top performing algorithms (B21D, B30D, B31D). Through visual inspection, false positives were often related to images with lots of patterns such as graphics on walls, clothing, artwork, etc.

- Per the confidence score density plots in Figure 14, the more accurate algorithms show a larger separation between tattoo and non-tattoo scores.

4.4.1 NTUTDB

The Nanyang Technological University Tattoo Database (NTUTDB)\(^3\) [20] [21] is a publicly available dataset that is used in academia for benchmarking tattoo detection performance. It contains a total of 10,000 images (5740

\(^3\) Portions of the research in this paper use the Nanyang Technological University Tattoo Image Database Version 1. Credit is hereby given to the School of Computer Science and Engineering, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore for providing the database.
tattoos, 4,260 non-tattoos) collected from Flickr, with diverse image viewpoints and environments with complex backgrounds. The dataset contains different partitions for benchmarking, and the partitions of interest as established in the academic publications contain sets of 2,349 and 10,000 images. Given published results from academia are publicly available for this dataset, we conducted a performance comparison using the Tatt-E algorithms. Table 4 tabulates the performance of the top performing algorithms from each Tatt-E participant against published methods for automatic tattoo detection from the academic literature.

The NTUTB images are all in the public domain so, in principle, the results could be manipulated either via training, or outright memorization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>NTU (2349)</th>
<th>NTU (10K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xu et al. [20]</td>
<td>84.76 %</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun et al. [22]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>80.66 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A31D</td>
<td>98.9 %</td>
<td>99.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A10D</td>
<td>97.4 %</td>
<td>97.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B20D</td>
<td>83.8 %</td>
<td>84.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B31D</td>
<td>77.3 %</td>
<td>77.6 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The table compares detection accuracy performance of published academic methods to the top performing algorithm from each Tatt-E participant on NTUTDB.

4.5 Localization

This section details the performance of algorithms tasked with localizing/segmenting one or more tattoos contained in an image. The algorithm outputs bounding box(es) that correspond to the location(s) of the detected tattoo(s). All images in this experiment contained at least one tattoo.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Mean IoU</th>
<th>Localization Accuracy (IoU threshold &gt; 0.5)</th>
<th># False Detections</th>
<th># Ground Truth Bounding Box Detection Failures (out of 12613 gt bb)</th>
<th># Algorithm Bounding Boxes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A10D</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>1345</td>
<td>11982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A11D</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>1345</td>
<td>11982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A20D</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>12049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A21D</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>12049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A30D</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>12049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A31D</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>12049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B10D</td>
<td>0.620</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>1864</td>
<td>1793</td>
<td>12856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B11D</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>2098</td>
<td>1315</td>
<td>13794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B20D</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>1108</td>
<td>11258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B21D</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>0.644</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>677</td>
<td>11680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B30D</td>
<td>0.691</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>12493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B31D</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>12128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Tattoo Localization Accuracy Statistics. Number of images: 10,926, Number of ground truth bounding boxes: 12,613.
Table 6: Tattoo Localization Accuracy, broken out by the number of tattoos in each image. Number of images: 10926.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># images</td>
<td>9568</td>
<td>1128</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A10D</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A11D</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A20D</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A21D</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A30D</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A31D</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B10D</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>0.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B11D</td>
<td>0.561</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>0.379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B20D</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B21D</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td>0.519</td>
<td>0.421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B30D</td>
<td>0.911</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B31D</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td>0.581</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16: This plot shows the counts of tattoo-to-image ratio for all ground truth bounding boxes used in the localization experiment. Note non-uniform scale on x-axis.
4.5 LOCALIZATION

Figure 17: This figure presents the proportion of images where no tattoo(s) was detected by the algorithm (zero bounding boxes were returned by the algorithm) plotted against the tattoo-to-image ratio. Tattoo-to-image ratio is defined as the area of the ground truth bounding box (width X height) divided by the total image area (image width X image height). Note non-uniform scale on x-axis. Number of images processed by each algorithm: 10,926

Results and Notable Observations:

- On a set of 12,613 tattoos contained in 10,926 images, the top performing algorithms (A20D, A21D, A30D, and A31D) achieve localization accuracy of 89.5 %.

- Given an input image, algorithms return zero or more bounding boxes of tattoos detected and segmented. Figure 17 shows the proportion of images where zero bounding boxes were returned (no tattoo was detected/localized in the image), plotted against tattoo-to-image ratio. Tattoos that occupied only a very small percentage (less than or equal to 1 %) of the entire image were the hardest to detect (and therefore, segment).

- Through visual inspection, images that contained a large amount of graphical pattern or lettering on clothing caused algorithms to incorrectly localize as a tattoo, and algorithms often failed to localize on very faded tattoos.
4.6 Template Size

A tattoo template is a proprietary representation of the features extracted from a tattoo image. An enrollment template is what gets stored to disk into a gallery for subsequent searching. A probe template is what gets generated and used to search against what is stored in a gallery. Template size matters as it drives hardware resource needs to operate a tattoo recognition system. Table 7 presents summary statistics on template size, broken out by template and probe type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Enrollment Templates</th>
<th>Search Templates, by Probe Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A10I</td>
<td>81920 ± 0</td>
<td>81920 ± 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A11I</td>
<td>81920 ± 0</td>
<td>81920 ± 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A20I</td>
<td>163840 ± 45486</td>
<td>163840 ± 27291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A21I</td>
<td>163840 ± 45486</td>
<td>163840 ± 27291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A30I</td>
<td>327680 ± 90972</td>
<td>163840 ± 27291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A31I</td>
<td>327680 ± 90972</td>
<td>163840 ± 27291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B10I</td>
<td>176821 ± 234078</td>
<td>176821 ± 234078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B11I</td>
<td>130445 ± 100252</td>
<td>130445 ± 100252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B20I</td>
<td>152069 ± 116917</td>
<td>152069 ± 116917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B21I</td>
<td>117022 ± 95505</td>
<td>117022 ± 95505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B30I</td>
<td>101069 ± 85302</td>
<td>101069 ± 85302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B31I</td>
<td>69381 ± 78771</td>
<td>69381 ± 78771</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Enrollment templates

(b) Search templates, by probe type

Table 7: Median Template Size (in bytes) ± Standard Deviation

Results and Notable Observations:

- Median enrollment template sizes range from 69,381 bytes (B31I) to 327,680 bytes (A30I).
- Most of the algorithms do not have a fixed template size, with the exception of A10I and A11I. Template sizes appear to be influenced by the amount of data extracted from the image. Template sizes are smaller for cropped images than uncropped images, which means the algorithms may be storing other information extracted from the uncropped images outside of the primary tattoo content.

4.7 Timing

Timing distributions for template generation, search, detection, and localization are presented below. Hardware specifications and details used to measure timing are documented in Section 4.1.6.
Figure 18: Boxplots of the distribution of template generation times. The values on the right tabulate median template generation time for each algorithm. Plots were generated over 1,000 images. Algorithms had a time limit of 5 seconds for this operation. All A algorithms ran on the GPU, and all B algorithms ran on the CPU.

Figure 19: Boxplots of the distribution of search times over an enrollment gallery of size 100,000. The values on the right tabulate median search time for each algorithm. Plots were generated over 1,000 searches with uncropped probes. Algorithms had a time limit of 300 seconds for this operation. All A algorithms ran on the GPU, and all B algorithms ran on the CPU.
Figure 20: Boxplots of the distribution of detection times. The values on the right tabulate median detection time for each algorithm. Plots were generated over 1,000 images. Algorithms had a time limit of 5 seconds for this operation. All A algorithms ran on the GPU, and all B algorithms ran on the CPU.

Figure 21: Boxplots of the distribution of localization times. The values on the right tabulate median localization time for each algorithm. Plots were generated over 1,000 images. Algorithms had a time limit of 5 seconds for this operation. All A algorithms ran on the GPU, and all B algorithms ran on the CPU.

5 Topics Not Covered

Based on the outcomes of this test and discussions/suggestions from the tattoo recognition developer and user community (including law enforcement, forensic examiners, and others), studies not covered in this report which warrant consideration by the research community include:
• Multiple image enrollment: assess the impact of multiple image enrollment and whether algorithms can take advantage of fusion of the information across images to enhance accuracy;

• Tattoo ageing: longitudinal study of matching tattoos over time and whether there is an impact on matchability as a tattoo "ages";

• Occlusion study: given tattoos are often occluded by clothing or other items when collected in uncontrolled settings, assess algorithm performance on tattoos that are occluded in different ways;

• Tattoo recognition “in the wild”: study performance of tattoo recognition on images collected under unconstrained settings;

• Automated tattoo image quality assessment: establish criteria to measure and assess tattoo image quality with goals of an automated capability to accept or reject tattoo images during the capture process based on a quality measure;

• Tattoo similarity: matching tattoos based on visually similar content;

• Multispectral: explore matching tattoos collected in other parts of the infrared spectrum (e.g. near infrared);

• Algorithm fusion;

• Tattoo recognition in video.
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